The definition
As standard n-simplex A, take the set of all (n + 2)-tuples (to , . . . , t,+~) satisfying 0 = t o $ tl $ . . . 5 t,+l = 1. The face and degeneracy maps 8%: An-1 -+ A n and si: A,+I -+ A, are defined by di(to , . . . , t,) = (to , . . . , ti , ti , . . . , t,) Let K = Uito Ki be a semi-simplicial complex. Giving K the discrete topology, form the topological sum I ? = (KOX Ao) + (K1 X A1) + . . . + (K,, x 1 , )+ . . .
Thus I? is a disjoint union of open sets k , X
Ai . An ecluivalence relation in R is generated by the relations for each k, E K, , 6 ,i1 E A,,i1 and for i = 0, 1, . . . , n . The identification space I K 1 = a/(-) will be called the geometric realizatiolr of K. The equivalence class of (kn , 6,) will be denoted by 1 li,, , 6 , , / . (The equivalence class I l ;~, , 60 / may be abbreviated by I X.0 I .) THEOREM 1. I K 1 is a CTY-complex hulling one n-cell corresponding to each non-degenerate n-simplex of K.
For the definition of CTY-complex see Whitehead [8] .
LEMMA 1. Every simplex k, E K , can be expressed in one and only one way as X., = sI, . . . S,~IZ,-~ where k,-, is non-degenerate and 0 5 jl < . . . < j, < n.
The indices j, which occur are precisely those j for which k, E S,K,,-~. The space I C / is homeomorphic to the geometric realization I K j . In fact the point /(ao, . . . , a,); (to, . . . , t,+l)l of / K / corresponds to the point of / C whose ath barycentric coordinate, a being a vertex of C, is the sum, over all i for which a, = a, of ttcl -t, . The proof is easily given.
Product complexes
Let K X Kt be the cartesian product of two semi-simplicial complexes (that is (It' X K'), = K, X K;). The projection maps p: jB for some a , p then k, X 12: mould be ail element of sim(K,-1 X KL-I).
However the point x" can be completely determined by its image.
In fact given any pair (2, z') Let K(a, n) denote the Eilenberg 3IacLane semi-simplicial complex (see [I] ). Since K(a, n) is an abelian group complex me have:
COROLLARY. If a is a countable abelian group, then for n 2 0 the geometric realization / K(a, n)l is an abelian topological group. I t will be shown in the next section that 1 K(T, n ) / actually is a space with one non-vanishing homotopy group. The above construction can also be applied to other algebraic operations. For example a pairing K X K' -+ K" between countable group complexes induces a pairing between their realizations. If K is a countable semi-simplicial complex of A-modules, where h is a discrete ring, then I K I is a topological A-module.
The topology of I K /
For any space X let S(X) be the total singular complex. For any semi-simplicial complex K a one-one semi-simplicial map i:K --t S(I K I) is defined by I t is easily verified that E',, = 0 for q Z 0, and that E',Ois the free abelian group generated by the non-degenerate p-simplexes of K. From the first assertion it follows that Eio= E; g = Hp(K).
On the other hand the sequence
gives rise to a spectral sequence (I?',,} where 8" is the graded group corresponding to H*(S(I K I)). Since it is easily verified that the induced map E',, -E',, is an isomorphism, it follolr-s that the rest of the spectral sequence is also mapped isomorphically; which completes the proof.
n'ow suppose that K satisfies the I<an extension condition, so that al(K, Xo)
can be defined. The space I K' I is a CTIr-complex with one vertex. For such a space the group a1 is known to have one generator for each edge and one relation for each face. Comparing these tu-o descriptions it follo~vs easily that the homomorphisnl al(K) = al(Kf)+ al(l K' 1) is an isomorphism. We may assume that K is connected. Then it is known (see [7] Chapter I, appendis C) that the iilclusion map K' --t K is a semi-simplicial homotopy equivalence. By the corollary to Theorem 2 this proves that the inclusion I K' I --t ' K 1 is a homotopy equivalence; which completes the proof of Lemma 6. REMARK 1. From Lemmas 5 and G it can be proved, using a relative Hurewica theorem, that the honlomorphisms are isomorphisms for all n . (The proof of the relative EIuren-icz theorem give11 in [9] $3 carries over to the semi-simplicial case 11-ithout essential change, making use of [7] Chapter I, appendices and C. This theorem is applied to the pair (S(1 I), K ) where K denotes the universal covering complex of K.) R E~~Y R I ; 2 . The space I K(a, n)l has nttl homotopy group a, and other homotopy groups trivial. This clearly follows from the preceding remark. Alternatively the proof given by Hu [5] may be used without essential change.
S o w let . T-he any topological space. There is a canonical map defined by j(l k, , 6, 1) = k, (6,) . 
